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Abstract: Computer Network Application Has Become One of the Main Platforms for Enterprises
and Individuals to Process Information and Data. in the Internet Database, Users Can Establish
Private and Exclusive Network Storage Space to Save Personal Files and Information. Although the
Era of Big Data Adds Luster to People's Life and Work, the Problem of Network Security Also
Comes Quietly. Data Utilization Technology Has Made a Breakthrough Change, and Network
Security Issues Have Naturally Become the Focus of Attention. Failure of the Network Security
System Will Not Only Cause the Computer System to Be Paralyzed, But Also Affect the Normal
Operation of the Entire System. This Paper Deeply Studies Data Encryption Technology to Ensure
the Security and Effectiveness of Network Information. the Data Encryption Technology Has Been
Systematically Sorted out, in Order to Bring New Ways to the Development of Computer Network
Information Security Management.
1. Introduction
In the Era of Big Data, the Trend of Network Development in the World Has Been Pushed into a
New Situation by Means of Massive Data. While Big Data Brings Great Convenience to the Whole
World, the Problem of Network Security Has Become Increasingly Prominent [1]. with the Rapid
Development of Internet of Things and Cloud Computing, the Amount of Information in the
Internet Has Also Increased Rapidly, and Human Beings Have Really Entered the Era of Big Data
[2]. Data Encrypted Need to Be Transformed by Decryption Function or Key. If the Decryption
Function or Key is Not Obtained, the Data Reading Will Be Scrambled or Unable to Open. the Big
Data Computer Network Brings Many Conveniences to the Public, and It Also Has Hidden Dangers
That Will Harm the Public Interest [3]. Due to the Complexity and High-End Nature of the
Confidentiality Process, Both Encryption and Decryption Take a While, and the User Needs to
Have Some Patience to Wait. a Deeper Understanding of the Security Status of Computer Networks
with a Positive Attitude is a Prerequisite for Ensuring the Steady Development of Computer
Networks [4]. If Computer Internet Security Cannot Be Guaranteed, It Will Cause Immeasurable
Losses to the Country and the Entire Industry.
The Era of Big Data Has Brought Convenience to All Network Users, and the Personal
Information Security of Network Users Has Become a Focus of Attention in the Era of Data [5].
Failure of the Network Security System Will Not Only Cause the Computer System to Be Paralyzed,
But Also Affect the Normal Operation of the Entire System. to Properly Keep the Key, You Can
Keep the Data Information Safe. This Kind of Data Encryption Method is Popular in Network Data
Management, Which Plays an Important Role in Ensuring the Security of the Entire Network [6]. in
Computer Network Security, the Storage and Transmission of Information Are Encrypted. Ensuring
the Privatization and Exclusiveness of Network Users'information and Data and Improving the
Confidentiality of Information and Data is One of the Important Contents of Modern Computer
Network Security [7]. Big Data Belongs to a New Era of Rapid Increase in Information and
Efficient Use of Data. the Application of Data Encryption Technology Can Improve the Reliability
and Security of Computer Network, and Has Very Important Practical Significance for the Future
Development of Computer Network.
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2. Influencing Factors of Computer Network Information Security in Big Data Era
In the context of big data, many related emerging industries, such as e-commerce and Internet of
Things finance, have been derived. The original data encryption technology is still effective because
the data type of the encryption management is relatively simple and the amount of encrypted data is
small. However, for the present and future, it is impossible to effectively encrypt big data and
multiple types of data by using traditional encryption technology. With the advent of the era of big
data, the volume of data has suddenly increased, and the use of methods has become more efficient
and diversified. The information transmission of the computer is mainly carried out by external
network equipment, and only through the professional external equipment computer can the various
corners of the world be connected. Once the computer system itself has a vulnerability, there will be
errors in the software [8]. The process of network data transport requires continuous encryption
between network nodes through multiple network nodes. Then the degree of data protection is
continuously enhanced to achieve the strict management of data until the data file reaches the
receiving end.
As a user, they want their private information not to be stolen on the network. Many useful
information can be obtained by scanning the port of the target computer. Data cleaning is carried
out from the analysis of abnormal node training data and extracted parameters, and then data
generalization is carried out to determine the possibility of the data being sampled and detected
appearing in the model. Figure 1 shows how big data reshapes the structure of Internet information
security supervision.

Fig.1 Big Data Reshapes the Structure of Internet Information Security Supervision
Because of the openness of the computer information network itself, it is widely used in all
walks of life and generates data that can obtain huge profits. The data extracted by data sampling
has certain pertinence, criticality and sensitivity. When encrypting this part of data, the amount of
data extracted is small and has certain directivity. The advent of the era of big data has brought a
new space for the development of computer network technology, which adds luster to people's lives,
but also strengthens the virus's infection ability invisibly. Although computer network equipment
has been equipped with corresponding protective equipment at the time of installation, protective
equipment is not a panacea [9]. The exchange and sharing of data information in the computer is
very frequent. The software and hardware of the computer may have security risks, which have a
serious impact on the security of the data. After setting the network access right, if the operator
wants to access certain websites or some computers and some software systems, the account needs
to be authorized by the administrator, otherwise there will be no permission to access.
3. Solutions to Network Information Security Problems in the Background of Big Data Era
3.1 Strengthening the Development and Management of Information Security Technology
In the era of big data, more and more high-value secret data are transmitted through the network,
and once the computer security system has problems, it is very likely to cause the leakage of
information and data. If a computer is invaded by a virus, there must be risks in its future operation.
Once the virus spreads, it will surely bring an indelible disaster to computer programs and files.
After entering the era of big data, hackers'attacking methods are gradually changing. The hacker's
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attack way is a little more concealed than before, and the damage consequences caused by it are
even worse. The transmission process of volume is based on specific nodes, so it is difficult to
achieve full coverage of information at both ends. Affected by a variety of subjective or objective
factors, the problem of computer system security vulnerabilities has occurred from time to time,
which has increased the risk of network security. Security and security technology can also be used
to control and encrypt information keywords, thus playing an effective role in protection.
If the Internet's protective measures are not in place, it is vulnerable to hackers and causes huge
losses to users and Internet operators. In order to implement decision-making at the decisionmaking level, a management layer that manages day-to-day work and an executive maintenance
layer that is responsible for implementing security plans and decisions are required. The security
organization includes the organizational decision layer, the management control layer, and the
execution maintenance layer as shown in Figure 2.

Fig.2 Hierarchical Information Security Organization
3.2 Effective Use of Security Systems Such as Firewalls
When a computer transmits information over the Internet, it needs to be completed by a
computer user through specific operations. However, many computer operators do not have
professional computer technology knowledge, and computer operators have a strong subjective
consciousness during the operation. In the era of big data, the virus is updated more quickly.
Therefore, during the application of these anti-virus software, users must regularly update the virus
database to effectively protect the mainstream viruses on the market [10]. We should make full use
of security software such as firewalls to resist virus attacks and carry out regular virus detection and
killing on computers. Driven by the interests of information and data itself, hacking has become
more and more rampant in recent years. Therefore, in order to ensure the security of computer
network system, it is urgent to strengthen the integration of information and data processing, and
establish a scientific data system and preventive measures. With the changing types of network data
and the increasing number of network data, the original text data encryption technology has been
difficult to meet the actual needs.
4. Conclusions
Nowadays, with the rapid development of computer industry and the whole people entering the
era of big data, information security is closely related to everybody's daily life. Whether it is the
confidentiality, controllability and integrity of information in network applications, or the
prevention and control of security vulnerabilities, computer networks are designed to create a
network environment that can safeguard public information rights and interests. Through database
automatic operation and maintenance management, it is possible to monitor various indicators of
the database, discover abnormal information in real time, and issue alarm information. In order to
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ensure the security of computer information, from hackers and viruses, it is necessary to use a
variety of means and methods, and also requires users to enhance their awareness of information
security protection. We should pay more attention to and develop data encryption technology to
protect the security of computer network information in the big data environment.
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